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Abstract. This paper deals with a substrate integrated
waveguide (SIW) circularly polarized rectangular ring-slot
antenna with chamfered corners designed for 5.8 GHz ISM
frequency band for off-body communication. The antenna
consists of a substrate integrated waveguide, which operates in the fundamental mode TE10, and the rectangular
ring-slot radiator with chamfered corners etched in the top
wall of the SIW. It radiates a right-handed circularly polarized (RHCP) wave in the boresight direction. Experimental results prove that the proposed antenna located in
free space achieves the impedance bandwidth of 2.41 %
(for the reflection coefficient less than –10 dB) and the
RHCP gain of 6.57 dBi, and the impedance bandwidth of
2.6 % and the RHCP gain of 6.98 dBi for its location on
the phantom. The axial ratio (AR) bandwidth (for the AR
less than 3 dB) is 0.9 % for both configurations.
Fig. 1. Proposed antenna configuration: (a) top view and (b)
side view.
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1. Introduction
The electronic devices miniaturization tends to development of wearable equipments. Thus, a body-centric
communication (BCC) system for occupation or entertainment has been investigated. In general, antennas in such
systems should be insensitive to surrounding environment,
wearable, of light weight and low cost, easily fabricated
and almost maintenance-free.
The substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) technology
[1] seems to be a promising technology for BCC. The advantages, such as simple fabrication, small size, low
profile, low loss, and easy integration with planar structures, are supported by the fact that this technology allows
a reduction of radiation towards a body. Further, SIW
based antennas have usually small sensitivity to the surrounding environment. Possible SIW antenna candidates
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for off-body communication were presented in [2–6]. In
[2], the two-pole filtering antenna based on a SIW resonator for BCC is presented. The simulated reflection coefficient of the antenna was less than –20 dB in the whole
5.8 GHz ISM band and the simulated realized gain was
9.34 dBi. Unfortunately, the antenna has two-layer configuration. To reduce the dimensions and complexity of the
antenna, single layer antennas based on a quarter-mode
SIW topology were proposed [3], [4]. The antennas
reached stable on-body performance. The maximal reached
gain of the antenna [4] was 5.16 dBi with the measured
fractional bandwidth of 2.0 % for 5.8 GHz ISM frequency
band. In [5], the authors published the miniaturized folded
cavity backed crossed-slot antenna. They stated a 72.8 %
size reduction in comparison with a conventional cavity
backed antenna. A further step was the redesign of the
antenna for the textile substrate. Although the antenna
concepts [3–5] have good impedance and radiation properties, they have the disadvantage of using a coax-to-SIW
transition from their bottom side which limits their exploitation for BCC. In [6], a concept of the Koch slot loop
antenna with tuning stub equipped by a coax-to-SIW transition in the antenna plane was proposed The Koch snowflake was created from the third interaction of the Koch
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fractal. The antenna operated in the whole 5.8 GHz ISM
frequency band and reached the gain of 5.97 dBi on a duke
phantom.
A common feature of antennas for off-body communication is that they radiate usually linearly polarized wave.
However, due to the surrounding environment, the depolarization of the electromagnetic wave can occur [7]. Fortunately, the circular polarization can solve problems of
polarization interference and mismatch from the surrounding environment [8]. In addition, exploitation of circularly
polarized antennas in the area of BCC is beneficial since
the position of the antenna can be changed by the movement of the human body.
In this paper, a concept of a SIW circularly polarized
rectangular ring-slot antenna with chamfered corners is
proposed. It is based on a linearly polarized SIW rectangular ring-slot radiator [9]. The proposed antenna is low
profile, it has a single-layer configuration and good radiation performance.

2. Configuration of the Proposed
Antenna
The configuration of the proposed antennas is depicted in Fig. 1. On both sides, the dielectric substrate of
the length Lsiw + ys, the width w, and the height h with relative permittivity r is covered by conductive sheets. The
SIW is created by two rows of vias of the width wsiw. The
diameter of the vias is d and their spacing is s. The SIW
operates in the fundamental mode TE10, and its one end is
shorted. The rectangular ring slot of the lengths Ls1  Ls2
and the width wsl with chamfered corners is etched in the
top conductive layer in the proximity of the shorted end of
the SIW. The antenna is equipped by a ground coplanar
waveguide (GCPW)-to-SIW transition [10].
The antenna radiates a right-hand circularly polarized
(RHCP) wave in the boresight direction. The left-hand
circularly polarized (LHCP) wave can be obtained by mirroring the rectangular slot with respect to the longitudinal
axis of the antenna.

 Determination of the radiator position: The center of
the radiator should be placed in the distance of
approximately λg/4, where λg is the wavelength in the
SIW at the design frequency, from the shorted end of
the SIW in the y-direction.
 Preliminary determination of the radiator dimensions:
The perimeter of the rectangular ring-slot (dimensions
Ls1 and Ls2) should be less than λg. To obtain acceptable impedance matching the short of width sh must be
placed in the bottom part of the slot. The circular polarization should be achieved by setting an appropriate ratio of the size of chamfered corners.
 The optimization procedure with combination of
a full wave solver has to be applied in order to tune
the antenna for the desired operating frequency band.
After the design, the antenna was equipped by GCPW-toSIW transition whose dimensions were determined with
the help of the design relations presented in [10].
The proposed antenna was designed for the ISM frequency band 5.8 GHz with help of CST Microwave studio
on the substrate Arlon CuClad217 with relative permittivity εr = 2.2 and thickness h = 0.7874 mm. The width of
SIW (wsiw =25.79 mm) is designed for operating frequency
5.8 GHz in the fundamental mode. The cutoff frequency of
the fundamental TE10 mode is 3.8 GHz. The resultant dimensions of the proposed antenna are summarized in
Tab. 1.
The distribution of the electric intensity at frequency
of 5.8 GHz is depicted in Fig. 2. Owing to chamfered
corners, two nearby modes are excited. The antenna radiates circularly polarized wave in the boresight direction
(Fig. 5, 6).
The antenna performance in free space and then on
a muscle-equivalent phantom (relative permittivity εr = 48.5
and electric conductivity σ = 4.96 S/m at 5.8 GHz [11])
was simulated to investigate the effect of the phantom on
the antenna behavior. The distance between the antenna
and the phantom was 4 mm. The shape of the phantom was
a right square prism of overall dimensions of
200 mm  200 mm  20 mm.

3. Design of Antenna and Simulated
Results
The antenna in Fig. 1 without the GCPW-to-SIW
transition was designed by the following steps:
 Design of the SIW using the relations presented in
[1]: The SIW operates in the fundamental mode TE10.
The operating frequency of the antenna is approximately 1.5 times higher than the cut-off frequency of
the fundamental mode. In order to decrease the computation cost of the design procedure, during the design, the SIW can be substituted by the equivalent
rectangular waveguide.

Fig. 2. Distribution of electric field at frequency 5.8 GHz:
(a) phase = 0°, (b) phase = 45°, (c) phase = 90°, and
(d) phase = 135°.
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Parameters

Dimensions [mm]

Parameters

Dimensions [mm]

ch1

2.23

Lsiw

49.2

ch2

2.89

sh

0.27

d

1.40

sx

5.58

h

0.7874

sy

2.66

Ls1

18.14

w

31.0

Ls2

17.13

wc1

7.94

wsiw

25.79

wc2

12.1

wsl

2.40

wcp

0.37

ys

2.52

w1

1.64

Fig. 4. Simulated axial ratio of the proposed antenna:
(1) in free space and (2) on phantom.

Tab. 1. Parameters of the proposed antenna.

The simulated results are depicted in Fig. 3–6. The
results show that the phantom has a very small effect on
the reflection coefficient and the axial ratio of the antenna
(Fig. 3 and 4). For both configurations, the reflection coefficient of the antenna is sufficiently low (less than –10 dB)
in the whole 5.8 GHz ISM frequency band (from 5.725 to
5.875 GHz). The axial ratio achieves the bandwidth (less
than 3 dB) of 48 MHz in free space and 42 MHz on the
phantom. The proximity of the phantom slightly moves
curves to the lower frequencies.
The simulated normalized radiation patterns in two
orthogonal planes are depicted in Fig. 5 and 6. The maximum radiation of the antenna is in the perpendicular direction to the antenna plane. The radiation pattern of the antenna placed on the phantom has a little wider main lobe.
The simulated RHCP gain of the antenna is 7.09 dBi in
free space and 6.89 dBi on the phantom.

Fig. 3. Simulated reflection coefficient of the proposed
antenna: (1) in free space and (2) on the phantom.

Fig. 5. Simulated normalized radiation pattern of the proposed
antenna in y-z plane: (1) in free space RHCP, (2) in
free space LHCP, (3) on phantom RHCP, and (4) on
phantom LHCP.

Fig. 6. Simulated normalized radiation pattern of the proposed
antenna in x-z plane: (1) in free space RHCP, (2) in
free space LHCP, (3) on phantom RHCP, and (4) on
phantom LHCP.
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4. Parametric Study
To understand the antenna behavior, a parametric
study has been performed. The effect of varying the slot
length Ls1 and the slot length Ls2 on the reflection coefficient and the axial ratio is depicted in Fig. 7(a, b). We
observe Ls1 parameter influences the operating frequency.
Increasing the value of the slot length leads to the decrease
of the operating frequency. The effect of this parameter on
the axial ratio is very small. The slot length Ls2 influences
mainly the impedance matching of the antenna and the
axial ratio. Increasing the slot length Ls2 leads to decreasing
the minimum of the axial ratio on the frequency axis.
(a)

Figure 7(c, d) shows the effect of the slot width wsl
and the width of the short sh. Both parameters influence
mainly the impedance matching of the antenna. Their influence on the axial ratio is negligible.
The last two parameters tested in this parametric
study are dimensions of chamfered corners ch1, ch2
(Fig. 7(e, f)). Obviously, these parameters have very significant effect on the exciting of two nearby modes, and
consequently on the axial ratio and the impedance matching of the antenna.

5. Experimental Results
The proposed antenna was fabricated by a low-cost
etching PCB process (Fig. 8). To carry out a conventional
coaxial measurement, the antenna was equipped by
an SMA connector. The measurement was done in free
space and on a muscle-equivalent phantom [12] whose
shape was a right square prism of overall dimensions
200 mm  200 mm  20 mm. The distance between the
antenna and the phantom was 4 mm.

(b)

The measured reflection coefficient of the antenna is
depicted in Fig. 9. We can see that the antenna is very well
matched in the whole 5.8 GHz ISM band. The impedance
bandwidth of the antenna for the reflection coefficient less
than –10 dB is 2.4 % and 2.6 % for the antenna placed in
free space and on the phantom, respectively. The difference between the results when the antenna is placed in free
space and on the phantom is very small and it can be
neglected.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. The manufactured sample of the proposed antenna.
(e)

(f)

Fig. 7. Parametric analysis and effect on reflection
coefficients: (a) slot length Ls1, (b) slot length Ls2,
(c) width of slots, (d) width of short, and
(e, f) dimension of chamfered corners.

Fig. 9. Measured (dashed line) and simulated (solid line)
reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna:
(1, 3) in free space, and (2, 4) on phantom.
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In Fig. 10, the axial ratio in the boresight direction is
depicted. The measured axial ratio bandwidth is 0.9 % for
its value lover than 3 dB for both configurations (in free
space and on the phantom). Again, due to the phantom, the
minimum axial ratio is shifted to lower frequencies as for
the simulated data (Fig. 4). The slight difference between
the simulated and measured results is caused due to fabrication tolerance, and probably due to a slightly different
value of the relative permittivity of the substrate in comparison to that used for the design.
The antenna radiation pattern was measured in an anechoic chamber for the angle  from –90° to 90°. The results for both orthogonal planes are depicted in Fig. 11 and
12. We observe that the phantom has a small effect on the
copolar component (RHCP) of the radiated wave. The
measured RHCP gain of the antenna placed in free space
and on the phantom is 6.57 dBi and 6.98 dBi, respectively.
The measured gain of the antenna at the center frequency in free space and on the phantom is 6.57 dBi and
6.98 dBi, respectively. The measured radiation efficiency

Fig. 12. Measured normalized radiation pattern of the proposed
antenna in x-z plane: (1) in free space RHCP, (2) in
free space LHCP, (3) on phantom RHCP, and (4) on
phantom LHC.

of the antenna (defined as the measured gain over the simulated directivity) in free space and on the phantom is
86.8 % and 87 %, respectively.

6. Conclusion
Circularly polarized rectangular ring-slot antenna
with chamfered corners has been proposed. It operates in
5.8 GHz ISM frequency band, and radiates a right-hand
circularly polarized (RHCP) in the boresight direction.
Since the antenna is low profile, has good radiation performance, and radiates circularly polarized wave, it seems
to be a promising solution for off-body communications.
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